How Artificial Intelligence
can support your embryologist
to enhance your chances of
pregnancy and reduce IVF cycles.
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Multiple IVF cycles can be
stressful and expensive.
There is now a better way.
Infertility can be devastating. Knowing there
are over 150 million people who are infertile,
and yet only 3 million access IVF, drives our
company to improve IVF methods to help as
many people as possible.
“By how much can we eliminate IVF trauma?”
That’s the question we ask ourselves in
development of our Artificial Intelligence,
which helps embryologists identify viable
embryos.
Our own clinical studies in Australia and the US
have shown marked improvement in selection
of viable embryos. The fact that we can offer
Life Whisperer to patients at a very low cost
means more people can gain more certainty
in embryo selection, and suffer through less
IVF cycles.

Our software acts as a decision support tool
for highly trained embryologists so they’ll have
more ways to help you in your IVF journey.
I sincerely wish you all the best in finding your
miracle in a haystack. As a mother, I truly feel
blessed for my family and hope I can help you
achieve the same.
Please use this information booklet to
understand how Life Whisperer
works and feel free to share
it with your clinic.
Dr Michelle Perugini
Founder & CEO

Selecting the right embryo is critical for a
healthy pregnancy. It is a very manual process
requiring highly trained embryologists.

Life Whisperer helps identify healthy embryos,
guiding embryologists in their selection process.
Clinical studies have shown how
Life Whisperer’s deep learning
and computer vision algorithm
identifies morphological
features that constitute a
healthy embryo, which are often
invisible to the human eye.

Selecting viable embryos
more accurately can reduce
the number of IVF cycles.
Less cycles mean less
pain, trauma and stress.

Important information to share
with your clinic if they do not
currently use Life Whisperer.
Our clinical studies with leading fertility clinics in Australia and the US
demonstrated a marked improvement in selecting viable embryos beyond
traditional manual methods alone. Your clinician can contact us to discuss these
clinical studies.
The technology is highly affordable for patients, provides instant reports to
embryologists, and there are no set-up costs or changes to processes in the
fertility clinic.
For patients, there is simply nothing more to do. Your clinic will now have the tools
and means to help choose viable embryos for your IVF journey.
Clinics are welcome to try Life Whisperer to observe its embryo selection ability
and we are certain that trained embryologists will immediately recognize the
power of the AI.

Life Whisperer AI identifies what the human eye can’t,
with an easy-to-use, cloud and web-based tool.
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Embryologists simply select
the images of embryos they want
to examine

They drag and drop into
Life Whisperer

Our AI gets to work
to uncover the most
viable candidates

Within a few minutes,
the embryologist has results

Your embryologist can now focus on viable candidates, spending less time looking
at non-viable embryos and more time selecting from the best options.
Watch the demonstration at lifewhisperer.com

To find out more or get in touch, visit our website:

lifewhisperer.com
Or email: info@lifewhisperer.com
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